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Abstract
Weighted !nite automata (WFA), including the linear WFA due to Culik and Kari and the
acyclic WFA due to Hafner, have been under investigation over the years for their applications
to image compression. We shall in this work !rst examine in great details the underlying WFA
structure and propose the most systematic extension, along with its full legitimacy analysis, to
the WFA that are applicable to image compression. A new mechanism based on the concept
of resolution-wise and resolution-driven image mappings is developed to create rich families of
legitimate similarity images so as to reduce the overall WFA size, a property that is critically
related the performance of WFA-based compression codecs. Moreover, we shall also unify the
relevant WFA by showing an acyclic WFA can always be merged into a linear WFA but not
vice versa.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Image compression is now playing an ever important role in the current highly vi-
sualised and digitialised world. There are many di?erent compression schemes each of
which concentrates on often speci!c image or compression characteristics. For instance,
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a wavelet [1] based compression scheme makes use of the multiresolution analysis,
while the JPEG standard hinges on the signal superposition of the Fourier harmonics.
Alternatively, similarities among given images and their subimages may also be ex-
plored for the compression purpose. In this regard, weighted !nite automata (WFA)
have been successfully applied to both image and video compressions, see e.g. [2,7,8].
These WFA are basically composed of subimages as the states, and the linear expan-
sions of the state images in terms of themselves and the rest of state images. For a
given image, a typical inferred WFA will select a collection of subimages to form the
WFA states in such a way that the original given image can be reconstructed, often as
a close approximation, from the inferred WFA. Such a WFA, when further encoded,
may then be regarded as a compressed image. Since di?erent WFA may reconstruct
to exactly the same image, see e.g. Fig. 2 and the fuller interpretations in the next
section, smaller WFA will typically lead to better compression ratios. Hence, our main
investigation here will be on how to achieve smaller WFA through exploring legitimate
subimage similarities. Since images compressed through di?erent WFA have varying
compression ratios, preliminary attempts to enlarge the pool of similarity images have
been made through the simplest possible image transforms, see [3,4]. The resulting
codecs showed an anticipated performance improvement although not much systematic
extension theory was presented. The establishment of a formal in-depth theory, and the
subsequent much fuller extension, on the WFA applicable to image compression thus
becomes the main aim of this work.
There are already two quite distinctive forms of WFA that have been applied to
image compression successfully. The !rst was adopted by Culik and Kari [2,3] while
the second was due to Hafner [6,7]. These two can be employed to represent any
images, and the parameters such as the weights will then be quantised before entropy
coded into compressed images. For easy reference, Culik and Kari’s WFA will be
referred to as a linear WFA while Hafner’s WFA will be termed an acyclic WFA.
This is because a prominent feature of Culik and Kari’s WFA is its linear form, and
a vital characteristics of Hafner’s WFA is its acyclic bintree structure. The scope of
basic parameters of essentially a linear WFA has also been investigated [13] recently.
One of our objectives here is thus to unify these WFA by showing that an acyclic
WFA can always be merged to a linear WFA but not vice versa.
This work is organised as follows. We !rst in the next section introduce brieLy the
concept of multiresolution images and the addressable subimages, and then outline the
WFA due to Culik et al. and Hafner, respectively. In Section 3, we propose and study
two types of important image mappings that are indispensible to a proper extension
of WFA. They are the resolution-wise and resolution-driven mappings, and are formu-
lated in practically the broadest possible sense. Section 4 then sets out to the actual
extension of WFA, the associated graph representation as well as the uni!cation of the
existing forms of WFA. Section 5 is then dedicated to the investigation of a simpler
yet suMciently useful packed WFA, a special case of the extended WFA. Additional
properties and methods such as the determination of WFA of minimum states are stud-
ied in details for the packed WFA. In Section 6, we summarily indicate and explain
how the main theory in the previous sections can in fact migrate to the case of a binary
alphabet without any fundamental changes. To conclude this work, a brief discussion
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is !nally made on the applicability of extended WFA and their induced performance
gain in image compression.
2. Multiresolution and existing forms of WFA
First of all, we shall follow the convention and assume all images are square images.
An image x of the resolution of n× n pixels is essentially an n× n matrix whose (i; j)th
element xi; j takes a real value. It may also be represented by an N ×N matrix (Xi; j)
at a new resolution of N ×N pixels whenever either n divides N or N divides n.
For N=nr, the new pixel values are trivially extended by Xi; j=xs; t where s and t
satisfy sr6i¡(s + 1)r and tr6j¡(t + 1)r. For n=Nr, the new pixels are de!ned
by Xi; j=[
∑
ir6s¡(i+1)r;
jr6t¡(j+1)r
xs; t]=r2 for i; j=0; 1; : : : ; N − 1. In short, the intensity of a
coarser pixel is the average intensity of the !ner pixels covered by the coarser pixel.
For any image of 2d× 2d pixels, we de!ne its multiresolution representation (x) by
(x)={D(x): D∈N}, where N={0; 1; 2; 3; : : :} and D(x) denotes the image at the
resolution of 2D× 2D pixels. It is obvious that we can simply identify such an image
x with its multiresolution representation (x), and the image x is then said to be a
multiresolution image.
To address pixels of all resolutions in (x), we may follow the convention in [3]
and divide x into four equal-sized quadrants, denoting them clockwise from the top
left by 1, 3, 2 and 0, respectively, as in Fig. 1. These symbols are the addresses of the
corresponding quadrant subimages. Let  be the empty string and Q={0; 1; 2; 3} be the
alphabet. Then 2∈Q, for instance, is the address for the bottom right quadrant of the
image x. The quadrant subimage will then be denoted by 2(x). If we apply the same
procedure to the newly obtained quadrant subimages a(x), then we can address their
own quadrants accordingly. This procedure can be repeated arbitrarily many times, and
the subimage
a1a2···ak (x)
def= ak (ak−1 (· · · a2 (a1 (x)) · · ·)) (1)
for a1; a2; : : : ; ak ∈Q therefore represents ak th quadrant of ak−1th quadrant of · · · of
a2th quadrant of a1th quadrant of x. For instance, 33(x) represents the larger-shaded
block in Fig. 1 and 302(x), the smaller-shaded block. Obviously there can be other
ways to address quadrants or pixels of an image. For instance, Hafner [7] chooses
Q={0; 1} as the alphabet and uses 0(x) and 1(x) to denote the 0th and 1th half
of the image, respectively. More precisely, the subimage a1a2···ak (x) is obtained by
cropping the a1th half on the left, then its a2th half on the top, then its a3th half on
the left again, and alternatively so on, until the last ak th half is cropped. The subimage
recursively cropped out is then denoted by a1a2···ak (x). This way the smaller shaded
subimage labelled “302” in Fig. 1 is 100111(x) under Hafner’s alphabet Q. However
we in this work, until the !nal section, will exclusively use the classical alphabet
Q={0; 1; 2; 3} unless otherwise stated speci!cally, although all of our theorems and
propositions will remain valid for any Q under (1) as long as all quadrants are equal
sized and pixels at any resolution are addressable.
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Fig. 1. Subimages addressable via a quadtree.
Let the set of quadrant addresses be given by Q∗ where Q∗=
⋃∞
m=0Q
m with Q0={}
and Qm={a1 · · · am: a1; : : : ; am∈Q} for m¿1. A string !∈Q∗ is said to have length
m, denoted by |!|=m, if !∈Qm. If we de!ne a multiresolution function  as a map-
ping  : Q∗→R satisfying the average-preserving condition (!)=1=|Q|∑a∈Q (!a),
where |Q| is the cardinality of Q and R denotes the set of all real numbers, then each
multiresolution image (x) corresponds to a unique multiresolution function x :Q∗→R
de!ned by x(!)=!(x). In fact all images of !nite resolution of 2D× 2D pixels will
be automatically promoted to multiresolution images. In the case, when we need to
stress that an image x is at, or has been converted to, the resolution of 2k × 2k pixels,
we use instead the notation 〈x〉k to emphasize the particular resolution. Incidentally,
an image x is said to be of ;nite resolution if there exists an integer k¿0 such that
(!) def= !(x) are constant multiresolution functions in ! for all ∈Qk . Also the
de!nition for a multiresolution function here is stronger than that adopted in [2]: we
have absorbed the additional average-preserving property instead of having it added
on at a later time. For simplicity we shall always denote !(x) for any !∈Q∗ by x!
when no confusion is to occur, typically when x is in bold face, and denote by (x)
the average intensity of the image x, i.e. the pixel value of 〈x〉0. Hence x! for !∈Q∗
are all the addressable subimages or blocks.
The WFA adopted by Culik and Kari [3] consists of a !nite set S of n states, a !nite
alphabet Q={0; 1; 2; 3} for quadrants, an initial distribution I ∈Rn, a !nal distribution
F∈Rn, and a collection of weight matrices Wa∈Rn×n for a∈Q. An image x represented
by a WFA is then a multiresolution function f≡x de!ned by
f(a1a2 · · · ak)= ITWa1Wa2 · · ·WakF; ai∈Q (2)
for all k¿0. The state images de!ned by  i(a1 · · · ak)=[Wa1 · · ·WakF]i, i.e. xa1···aki , can
be shown to observe the following simple self-similarity:
 i(a!) =
n∑
j=1
[Wa]i;j j(!); ∀a ∈ Q; ! ∈ Q∗ (3)
for i=1; : : : ; n, and to represent the multiresolution function f via f=
∑n
j=1 Ij j. The
WFA proposed by Hafner [6], on the other hand, is de!ned for some integer m¿0. It
consists of a set S={0; : : : ; n − 1} of n states, an alphabet Q={0; 1}, a start state s,
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Fig. 2. A linear WFA and an extended WFA.
a !nal distribution F=(F0; : : : ; Fn−1)T∈Rn, and a collection of weight matrices W!a ∈
Rn×n for a∈Q and !∈Q(m) de!ned by Q(m)= ⋃mj=0 Qj. The WFA can then represent
a multiresolution function f as a linear combination of the state images  i : Q∗→R
de!ned recursively by, setting the start state s to 0,
 0(!) = F0; ∀! ∈ Q∗;  i() = Fi; ∀i ∈ S;
 i(a1 · · · ak) =
i−1∑
j=0
∑
!∈Q(m)
[W!a1 ]j;i j(!a2 · · · ak) (4)
for all i; k¿0 and aj∈Q. Some generalisations of Culik et al.’s WFA have also been
made through the addition of simple transformations such as rotations and reLections,
initially to bi-level images [4] and then to the general grey images [5]. However, the
presentation of the generalised WFA there is somewhat involved, unwittingly blurring
the inner working and subsequently limiting further or other extensions. The aim of
this work is thus to propose a new formalism suitable for nearly the broadest possible
extension of WFA, and to lay out a comprehensive theory to support such extensions
and their legitimacy.
Fig. 2 depicts on the l.h.s. a linear WFA inferred for the target image x in the double-
lined square box. Each state is represented by its state image and accompanied by its
average intensity in the corresponding arrowed bracket. A typical label “a(w)” there
refers to the transition on the symbol a∈Q={0; 1; 2; 3} with w denoting the weight.
Hence, the intensity of, say, subimage x023 is obtained by following the top leftmost
transition “0(1)”, then the transition “2(1)” to itself, and then the transition “3(1)” to
the bottom state which has the intensity 1, implying (x023)=(1× 1× 1)× 1=1, the
product of all the weights along the path of the address “023” and the intensity value of
the ending state’s image. If we allow an anticlockwise rotation of 90◦ w.r.t. the centre,
denoted by r, to be used to generate transient similarity images, then an extended
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WFA may need just 2 states, see the r.h.s. of Fig. 2. Obviously extended WFA are
preferred WFA to represent target images because they have fewer states, thus requiring
typically less storage space when possible edge overhead does not become a critical
issue.
3. Resolution-wise and resolution-driven mappings
A fundamental question related to the extension of WFA is to !nd what kind of
similarity enrichment will preserve the original WFA’s crucial features that under-
pin their usefulness in image compression. The resolution-driven and resolution-wise
mappings are therefore speci!cally designed for this purpose and for their broadness.
A resolution-driven mapping f is a mapping that maps a !nite sequence of mul-
tiresolution images {xi} into another multiresolution image x, satisfying the following
invariance condition: for any k∈N, if xi and yi are indistinguishable at the resolution
of 2k × 2k pixels for all i, then image x=f({xi}) and image y=f({yi}) are also
indistinguishable at the same resolution. A resolution-driven mapping is said to be a
resolution-wise mapping if the resulting image x at any given resolution is completely
determined through f by the images {xi} at the same resolution. Intuitive di?erences
of resolution-wise and resolution-driven mappings will be later exempli!ed in Fig. 4
in which all but z3 are resolution-wise mappings.
Let F∗ and G∗, be the set of all resolution-wise mappings and the set of all resolution-
driven mappings, respectively, and let M be the set of all multiresolution images.
We denote by F={f∈F∗ |f is M→M} the set of single-variable resolution-wise
mappings. Likewise G={f∈G∗ |f is M→M}. We also de!ne by I be the set
of all invertible operators in F. Then the following theorem gives a rich family of
resolution-wise mappings.
Theorem 1. Suppose a mapping h : M→M permutes pixels at all resolutions. That
is, for any multiresolution image x, the multiresolution image h(x) at any resolution
is a pixel permutation of x at the same resolution. If every addressable block in
the form of x! at any resolution will always be mapped onto an addressable block
h(x)!
′
for some !′∈Q∗ in the mapped image, then the mapping h is an invertible
resolution-wise mapping, i.e. h∈I.
Proof. h permutes pixels at all resolutions means h is one-to-one and onto. Hence !
and !′ in fact have the same length. The fact that each addressable block is preserved
under the mapping h implies the average-preserving condition is also preserved. Hence
h is an invertible resolution-wise mapping.
We note that, in Theorem 1, the consistency of the permutation at di?erent resolutions
is automatically assured by the very de!nition of the mapping h. Such a mapping h
can also be induced by an explicit address permutation # :Q∗→Q∗ such that #(!) is
a pre!x of #(!!′) for all !;!∈Q∗. Straightforward corollaries of Theorem 1 are, for
example, that I contains the horizontal mirror mapping m, the diagonal mirror mapping
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d, the anticlockwise rotation r by 90◦, as well as the permutation of the |Q| quadrants.
If we de!ne the scoping operator s! for any !∈Q∗ such that for any h∈I, mapping
hs! is an operator that applies h only on the subimage with address !, then hs!∈I.
Some other properties are summarised as follows:
(i) I⊂F⊂G; F⊂F∗⊂G∗.
(ii) For any f; g∈G and any %; &∈R we de!ne %f+&g by (%f+&g)(x)=%f(x)+
&g(x) and f · g by (f · g)(x)=f(g(x)) for any multiresolution image x. Then
f · g and %f + &g both belong to G. Furthermore, for any h∈G one has
(f · g) · h=f · (g · h)=f · g · h and (%f + &g) · h=%(f · h) + &(g · h).
(iii) For any %; &∈R, f; g∈F implies f · g and %f+&g both belong to F. If f; g∈I
then f · g∈I. These also mean that F, G, F∗ and G∗ are all linear spaces.
(iv) Let 1∈I be the identity mapping and 0∈F be the mapping that maps all mul-
tiresolution images to the image of 0 intensity. Then (F;+; · ; 0; 1) and (G;+; · ; 0;
1) are both rings. In fact they are also algebras over R.
(v) I is a group with respect to the “·” product, i.e. the composition of functions.
(vi) For any !∈Q∗, the zoom-in operator z! de!ned by z!(x)=x! for all x belongs
to G. However z! =∈F if ! = ”.
(vii) For any !∈Q∗, if we de!ne the zoom-out operator o! by y=o!(x) such that
y!=x and y!
′
=0 for all !′ =! having the same length as !, then o!∈F for
all !∈Q∗. This means in particular the quadrant composition of images into a
single image is a resolution-wise mapping. Obviously z!o!=1, but in general
o!z! = 1.
(viii) For any constant multiresolution image c, mapping c de!ned by c(x)≡ c is a
member of F.
(ix) f(〈x〉k)=〈f(x)〉k holds for all f∈F and x∈M, i.e. resolution-wise mapping f
commutes with the resolution restriction operator 〈·〉k .
To understand more about I, we !rst introduce PQ, the group of all permutations of
Q’s t≡ |Q| elements. Any permutation p∈PQ can be written as p=
(
a1 a2 · · · at
b1 b2 · · · bt
)
which means symbol ai∈Q will be permuted to symbol bi∈Q. As a convention, every
permutation of t elements can be represented by a product of some disjoint cycles
of the form (n1; n2; : : : ; nm), implying that n1 will be permuted to n2 and n2 will be
permuted to n3 and so on and that nm will be permuted back to n1. Any elements that
are not in any cycles will thus not be permuted at all. Hence for instance the permuta-
tion
(
0 1 2 3 4 5
4 3 2 1 5 0
)
can be written as (1; 3)(0; 4; 5), or equivalently (0; 4; 5)(1; 3)(2)
because the “(2)” there is redundant.
Let p={p!}!∈Q∗ be a sequence of permutations p!∈PQ, then p represents an
invertible resolution-wise mapping in the following sense: for any multiresolution image
x, the mapped multiresolution image p(x) at any resolution of 2k ×2k pixels is de!ned
by, for m=0 to k − 1 in sequence, permuting the |Q| quadrants of the subimage x!
according to p! for all !∈Qm. The horizontal mirror mapping m thus corresponds
to {p!} with p!=(0; 2)(1; 3) for all !∈Q∗. As another example, let p={p!} with
p”=(0; 1; 3; 2), p0=(0; 2)(1; 3), p1=(0; 1)(2; 3), p2=(0; 3), p3=(1; 2) and p!=(0)
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Fig. 3. A permutative resolution-wise mapping in action.
for all |!|¿1. Then the mapping process of p is shown in Fig. 3 in which the leftmost
image is gradually transformed to the rightmost resulting image.
Proposition 1. Let P=
⋃∞
m=0Pm and
Pm = {p ∈ I : p = {p!}!∈Q∗ such that p! ∈ PQ ∀! ∈ Q∗
and that p!′ = p!′′ ∀!′ ∈ Qm′ ;∀!′′ ∈ Qm′′
with m′; m′′ ¿ m}; (5)
and let m be any non-negative integer. Then:
(i) Pm⊂Pm+1⊂P⊂ I⊂F⊂G.
(ii) For any p∈Pm, its inverse, p−1, is also in Pm.
(iii) For any p; q∈Pm, the composition p · q≡p(q) is again in Pm.
(iv) Pm is a ;nite group under the mapping composition.
(v) For any p={p!}!∈Q∗∈Pm and any zoom-in operator za with a∈Q, we set
a′=p”(a)∈Q, q={pa′!}!∈Q∗ , and P−1≡P0 in the case of m=0. Then q∈Pm−1
and za
′
p=qza.
Proof. Since for any p∈Pm with p={p!}!∈Q∗ we have p−1={pˆ!}!∈Q∗ where pˆ!
is the inverse permutation of p!, we conclude p−1∈Pm⊂ I. Hence (ii) is proved. The
de!nition in (5), along with (ii), implies immediately (i). Since for any p; q∈Pm with
p={p!} and q={q!} we have p(q)={p!q!}, we know p(q) is again in Pm. Hence
(iii) is proved, and so is (iv) because the identity mapping 1∈I is also the identity
for the group Pm. Incidentally, since all the trailing p! for |!|¿m are the same and
there are only !nite possible p! for !∈Qm for a given m, Pm is obviously !nite. The
proof of (v) is no more than a direct veri!cation.
The main purpose of the above proposition is to provide a rich class of concrete
resolution-wise mappings. Part (v) there shows that all resolution-wise mappings in P
are moreover always quadrantly-supportive, i.e. za
′
p=qza, which will be later properly
de!ned and made use of for the analysis of packed WFA. Fig. 4 exempli!es some of
the typical operators in G: m is the horizontal mirror, d is the diagonal mirror, r is an
anticlockwise rotation, p(0;3) is a quadrant permutation and z3 is a zoom-in operation
into quadrant 3. In fact, m; d and r all belong to P0. Moreover, we can conclude,
from (iii) and (viii) just after Theorem 1, that the image negation is for instance also
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a resolution-wise mapping. We note that the function space F is of great importance
as is manifested in the following two fundamental theorems.
Theorem 2. Suppose a ;nite sequence of multiresolution images {xi}i∈I satisfy
xai = f
a
i ({xj}); fai ∈ F∗; i ∈ I: (6)
If the average intensity &i of xi is given for all i, then xi can be constructed at the
resolution of 2k × 2k pixels for any k∈N.
Proof. We construct xi iteratively, starting from the lower resolutions. Since xi are
already given at resolution of 1 × 1 pixel due to &i=(xi), we can construct all xi
for the resolution of 2 × 2 pixels via (6). Inductively, if all xi have been constructed
for the resolution of 2m × 2m pixels then (6) can be used again to construct xi at the
2m+1 × 2m+1 pixel resolution.
Condition (6), though deceptively simple, is not always easy to verify rigorously.
For this reason we introduce below a more practical theorem of constructive nature.
Theorem 3. Let fai ∈F∗ and &i∈R for all i∈I and a∈Q. If
∑
a∈Q
fai ({&j}) = |Q| · &i; i ∈ I; (7)
then the images x(k)i of 2
k × 2k pixel resolution determined iteratively by
x(0)i = &i; [x
(1)
i ]
a = fai ({x(0)j }); · · ·
[x(m)i ]
a = fai ({x(m−1)j }); [x(m+1)i ]a = fai ({x(m)j }); · · · (8)
uniquely de;ne for each i∈I a multiresolution image xi of intensity (xi)=&i. The
representation of xi at the resolution of 2k × 2k pixels is given by x(k)i precisely, i.e.
〈xi〉k=x(k)i for all i∈I. Moreover the xi will satisfy (6). Conversely if (6) holds for
all i∈I, then (7) must be valid for &i=(xi).
Proof. For any image y of 2k+1× 2k+1 pixels we denote by .(y) the same image
shrunk to the 2k × 2k pixel resolution, i.e. .(y)=〈y〉k . Since (8) gives for k¿1
[x(k+1)i ]
a = fai ({x(k)j })
the fact fai ∈F implies
[.(x(k+1)i )]
a = fai ({.(x(k)j )}) = fai ({x(k−1)j }) = [x(k)i ]a:
This therefore means that all quadrants a(x
(k)
i )=[x
(k)
i ]
a with k¿1 observe the average-
preservation required by multiresolution images. Since xi for each i is composed of
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|Q| quadrants of multiresolution subimages [x(1)i ]a for a∈Q, we just need to verify
∑
a∈Q
([x(1)i ]
a) = |Q| · (xi) = |Q| · &i
in order to show xi is indeed a multiresolution image. The above formula is however
exactly (7) because (8) implies
([x(1)i ]
a) = (fai ({x(0)j })) = (fai ({&j})) = fai ({&j}):
Similarly (6) implies (7), thus completing the proof of Theorem 3.
To conclude this section, we note that the symbols such as Pm, I, F, G, F∗, G∗,
za;M, 1 and 0 will always carry their current de!nitions, and that resolution-driven
mappings can be regarded as the similarity generating or enriching operators.
4. Extended weighted %nite automata
Suppose n multiresolution images xk for 16k6n satisfy
xai =
r∑
k=1
fai;k(xk); xj =
j−1∑
k=1
gj;k(xk); a ∈ Q; 06 q ¡ i 6 r; r ¡ j 6 n; (9)
where fai; k ∈F, gj; k ∈G, &i=(xi) are given for q¡i6r, and xs for 06s¡q, if any, can
be independently generated to any resolutions. Then all images xk can be constructed
from (9) to any resolutions, similar to the procedure in the proof of Theorem 3.
Relations in (9) are in fact best represented by an extended WFA of n states. This
extended WFA will consist of (i) a !nite set of states, S={1; 2; : : : ; n}; (ii) a !nite
alphabet Q; (iii) a target state; (iv) a !nal distribution &q+1; : : : ; &r∈R; (v) a set of
weight functions fai; k ∈F and gj; ‘∈G for a∈Q; q¡k6r; r¡j6n and 16‘¡j; (vi) a
set of preselected images xs for 0¡s6q if q¿0. The !rst q states will be called pump
states, and the next r − q states and the last n− r states will be called generic states
and relay states, respectively. For each state k∈S, image xk is the corresponding state
image although a more convenient but slightly abusive approach is to identify a state
simply with the state image. The target image is the state image corresponding to
the target state. In general the pump states refer to some preselected base images, and
these base images at any resolutions may be generated, or pumped out, independent
of the other state images. A simple extended WFA is already exempli!ed in Fig. 2. It
corresponds to Q={0; 1; 2; 3}, r=n=2, q=0 and
x01 = x2; x
1
1 = r
3x2; x21 = rx2; x
3
1 = r
2x2; x02 = 0;
x12 = x2; x
2
2 = x2; x
0
2 = x2 + r
2x2;
where (x1)=1, (x2)=1=2, and r represents an anticlockwise rotation by 90◦ w.r.t.
the centre.
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Fig. 4. Some typical resolution-driven mappings.
The WFA based on (9) in fact includes the following more general form:
xai = f
a
i (x1; : : : ; xr); xj = gj(x1; : : : ; xj−1); 06 q ¡ i 6 r; r ¡ j 6 n (10)
with fai ∈F∗ and gj∈G∗ if fai and gj are linear. This is because the linearity of fai and
gj implies (10) can be written as xai =ci; a+
∑r
k=1 f
a
i; k(xk) and xj=cj; a+
∑j−1
k=1 gj; k(xk)
for some known images ci; a with some fai; k ∈F and gj; k ∈G. Hence, if we absorb the
constant images ck; a as the additional pump state images, then (10) can be eventually
cast into the form (9). Since our known resolution-wise or resolution-driven mappings
are always linear, WFA based on (9) are practically as general as (10).
Extended WFA (9) can also be represented by graphs. The rules and the procedure
are as follows. (i) Each state will be drawn as a circle or an oval or a rectangle,
containing the state’s “number:intensity” pair. The target state will however be circled
twice; (ii) Draw an arrow from state i to state j if fai; j is not zero. Label the arrow
with “a (fai; j)”. Absorb arrows with the same weight into a single arrow. Hence arrow
“a (fai; j)” and arrow “b (f
a
i; j)” may for instance be replaced by a single arrow with
label “a; b (fai; j)”; (iii) Draw an arrow with double heads, from state i to state j if
gi; j is not zero. Label the arrow with “(gi; j)”. Absorb arrows similarly as in (ii) if
possible; (iv) If f∈F has the form f(x)≡wx for some w∈R, then denote label “(f)”
simply by “(w)”. If f has the form f(x)≡wh(x) for some h∈I, then we may use
“: h(w)” for the label “(f)”; (v) If g∈G has the form g(x)≡wx! for some w∈R
and !∈Q∗, then denote the label “(g)” by “!(w)”; (vi) If there is exactly one relay
state and it corresponds to the target image,
∑
i g(xi), then we may drop the target
state from the WFA diagram and append “: gi”, or nothing if gi=0, to the label of
the ith state. This type of WFA thus distinctively have no double-circled states. Fig. 5
therefore illustrates an extended WFA in graph representation and its generated target
image, where d denotes the diagonal reLection as in Fig. 4. More precisely, this WFA
corresponds to (9) with Q={0; 1; 2; 3}; r=n=5, q=0 and
x01 = x3; x
0
2 = x4; x
0
3 = x5; x
0
4 = x4 + d(x4);
x11 = x2; x
1
2 = x2; x
1
3 =
1
2
x3 +
1
2
x4; x14 = x4;
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Fig. 5. Graph representation of a WFA and its generated target image.
x21 = x1; x
2
2 = x2; x
2
3 =
1
2
x3; x24 = x4;
x31 = d(x1); x
3
2 = 0; x
3
3 = 0; x
3
4 = 0;
x05 =
1
2
x5; x15 =
1
2
x5 x
2
5 =
1
2
x5; x35 =
1
2
x5
+
1
4
x4 +
1
4
d(x4); +
1
4
x4 +
1
4
d(x4);
where &i=(xi) for 16i65 are given by 512 ,
1
2 ,
1
3 , 1 and
1
2 , respectively.
There are di?erent forms of WFA. First of all, we observe that the WFA de!ned by
(9) can be alternatively described by
xai =
r∑
k=1
fai;k(xk);
xaj =
j−1∑
k=1
gj;k(xk); a ∈ Q; 06 q ¡ i 6 r; r ¡ j 6 n: (11)
This is because the G is closed under the zoom-in operators, implying (11) can be
derived from (9). Conversely xj can be simply formed from the quadrant subimages
xaj , giving rise to (9) from (11).
The simplest case of (9) corresponds to constant fai; k and gj; k , and takes the form
xai =
m∑
k=1
Wai;kxk ; x =
m∑
k=1
%kxk ; a ∈ Q; 16 i 6 m; (12)
where %k ;W ai; k ∈R for all 16i; k6m and x is the target image corresponding to the
only relay state. Eq. (12) is in fact exactly (3) and (2), and thus corresponds to Culik
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and Kari’s linear WFA [5]. Another simple case of (9) takes the form
xa1 = x1; x
a
j =
j−1∑
k=1
∑
!∈Q(s)
Wa;!j;k x
!
k ; a ∈ Q; 1 ¡ j 6 m (13)
for some non-negative integer s, due to the equivalence of (9) and (11). It corresponds
to r=1 in (9) and (11), i.e. the relay states are dominating. In the case of Q={0; 1},
it is equivalent to Hafner’s acyclic WFA [6]. This is because (13) becomes (4) when
x1, corresponding to  0, is explicitly solved by x!1 ≡F0 for all !∈Q∗. Hence both
Culik et al’s linear WFA and Hafner’s acyclic WFA are special cases of our extended
WFA (9). It is also obvious that all the state images xk in (13) are of !nite resolution.
Since all images of !nite resolution can be represented by a linear WFA [3], all images
representable by Hafner’s WFA can also be represented by linear WFA. The converse
is however not true because linear WFA can represent multiresolution images of non-
!nite resolution. Broader and constructive embedding of WFA of acyclic type into a
linear type also exists, as is summarised in the following proposition.
Proposition 2. If state images xk satisfy
xai =
r∑
k=1
W˜
a
i;kxk ; x
a
j = 0
a
jxj +
j−1∑
k=1
!nite∑
!∈Q∗
Wa;!j;k x
!
k ;
a ∈ Q; 16 i 6 r ¡ j 6 m (14)
in which the target image x is simply the last state image, then the images xk at any
resolution can be constructed from the intensities &‘=(x‘) for ‘=1; : : : ; r. For any
state image xj0 , moreover, there exists an m
′-state linear WFA of the form (12) for
some m′ such that xj0 can be constructed as the target image of the linear WFA.
Proof. For any given WFA of form (14), there exists a suMciently large integer s
such that (14) can be rewritten as
xai =
r∑
k=1
W˜
a
i;kxk ; x
a
j = 0
a
jxj +
j−1∑
k=1
∑
!∈Q(s)
Wa;!j;k x
!
k ;
a ∈ Q; 16 i 6 r ¡ j 6 m:
We now construct a linear WFA with the states, or rather the state images,
S : {x!i : 16 i 6 r; |!|6 (m− r)s; x!r+1 : |!|
6 (m− r − 1)s; : : : ; x!m−1 : |!|6 s; xm}
ordered such that x!i precedes x
!′
j whenever i¡j or whenever |!|¡|!′| if i=j, where
!;!′∈Q∗. This sequence S of images will be denoted by {yk}. For any yk0 of the
form yk0 =x
a1···ap
‘ with r + 16‘6m, we have p6(m− ‘)s. If we apply the zoom-in
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operator z!
′
with !′ def= a2 · · · apa∈Qp to
xa1‘ = 0
a1
‘ x‘ +
‘−1∑
k=1
∑
!′′∈Q(s)
Wa1 ;!
′′
j;k x
!′′
k
for any a∈Q, then we have for !=a1 · · · ap and some constants Wˆ k0 ; k
yak0 = x
!a
‘ = x
a1!′
‘ = 0
a1
‘ x
!′
‘ +
‘−1∑
k=1
∑
!′′∈Q(s)
Wa1 ;!
′′
j;k x
!′′!′
k =
!nite∑
k
Wˆ k0 ;kyk
because x!
′
‘ ; x
!′′!′
k ∈S due to |!′|=p6(m − ‘)s and |!′′!′|6p + s6(m − ‘ + 1)s.
This proves that the acyclic type of WFA (14) can be converted into a linear WFA.
Hence all state images xj can be constructed to any resolution from the WFA for the
{yk}.
We !nally note that fai; k ∈F in WFA relations such as (9) is quite crucial. Although
the role of such fai; k is to create additional similarity images, not every image mapping
is legitimate. For instance, if we de!ne a mapping 1 on M by swapping x11 with x31
for any x∈M, then 1 ∈F. This is because 〈1(x)〉k and 1(〈x〉k) are not equal to each
other when k=1 no matter how 1 is de!ned at the lower resolutions. If we forcefully
use 1 as one of the fai; k in (9), then we will not be able to construct xi from their
average intensities as in Theorem 3.
5. Packed WFA and their properties
In order to study further WFA features, we in this section limit ourselves to the
following simpli!ed yet general enough form of WFA relations:
xai =
n∑
k=1
∑
2∈R
Wa;2i;k 2(xk); x =
n∑
k=1
∑
2∈R
%2k2(xk);
a ∈ Q; 06 q ¡ i 6 n; (15)
where Wa;2i; k ; %
2
k ∈R and R⊂F is a non-empty !nite set of linear resolution-wise map-
pings. The target image x corresponds to the only relay state, implicitly the state n+1.
However, x may be absent if the target state is just one of the generic states. An
extended WFA de!ned through (15) will be called a packed WFA, and the WFA is
also said to be packed under R. We note that packed WFA are already broad enough
to embrace all the existing WFA based applications in image compression.
For further properties of packed WFA, we !rst introduce a feature that re!nes a set
of resolution-driven mappings. More speci!cally, a set R⊂ I is said to be quadrantly
supportive if all mappings in R are linear and that for all 2∈R and a∈Q, there exist
2′∈R and a′∈Q such that za2=2′za′ , i.e.
[2(x)]a = 2′(xa
′
) (16)
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holds for all multiresolution images x. Intuitively this means each quadrant subimage
will be mapped onto another quadrant subimage under a quadrantly supportive map-
ping. As an example, P and Pm for m¿0 are all quadrantly supportive. With these
preparations, we summarise below some additional !ner properties for packed WFA.
Proposition 3. A packed WFA under a ;nite group R can always be expanded into
a linear WFA if R is also quadrantly supportive. In particular, a WFA packed under
a ;nite subset of P can always be expanded into a linear WFA.
Proof. We !rst consider the case when R is !nite and quadrantly supportive. Let
{2(xi) : q¡i6n; 2∈R} be the set of all generic state images for the expanded linear
WFA. Then from (15) and (16) we have
[2(x)]a = 2′(xa
′
) =
n∑
k=1
∑
2∈R
Wa
′ ;2
i;k 2
′2(xk);
which are the de!ning equations for a linear WFA because 2′2∈R. In the case when
R is just a !nite subset of P, there must exist an m such that R⊂Pm. This means
the group closure of R; Rc, is a subgroup of Pm. Then the above proof remains valid
if we simply take Rc or even Pm as our new R.
Alternatively, a packed WFA can be regarded as a linear WFA reduced or packed
under the similarities or symmetries dictated by R. We note that symmetries or similar-
ities are immensely useful in various !elds including for example the group theoretical
analysis in both image processing and solutions of dynamical systems [9,10,12].
Given a linear WFA and a set R⊂F of resolution-wise mappings, we may reduce
the linear WFA to a packed WFA of fewer number of states. For this purpose we say
a set of images {xi} are R-dependent if there exists an i0 such that
xi0 =
!nite∑
i 	=i0
!nite∑
2∈R
c2i 2(xi) (17)
for some constants c2i ∈R. It is easy to see that R-independent images are also linearly
independent if 1∈R.
Proposition 4. For a WFA packed under a ;nite group R⊂ I, if the generic state
images are R-dependent, then the WFA can be shrunk by at least one generic state.
Proof. Let the packed WFA be given in form (15). Then the linear dependency relation
(17) holds for some generic state i0 and the summation index i there runs over all
the other generic states. By substituting all xi0 in the r.h.s. of equations in (15) by the
r.h.s. of (17), and dropping the equation that still contains xi0 on the l.h.s., we obtain
a new WFA with the number of the generic states reduced by 1.
We note that the reduction procedure described in the above proposition and the
proof can be used as a bottom-up inference algorithm to !nd a linear or packed WFA
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of minimum generic states so that it takes a given image of !nite resolution as the
target image. In other words, any linear WFA can be shrunk to a linear WFA of linearly
independent generic states, and any linear WFA or packed WFA can be shrunk to a
packed WFA of R-independent generic states. This is obvious since a linear WFA can
be considered a packed WFA under the group R={1}. We also note that there is a
limit on how much reduction one can perform. In fact for any given image there is
a lower bound on the number of states a packed WFA can have if the WFA is to
regenerate the given image. This is summarised in the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Suppose R⊂ I is a ;nite group and is quadrantly supportive, and that a
packed WFA A under R has a target image x and has no pump states. Let {xi}ni=1
be all the state images of the WFA. Then A has the minimum number of states, the
minimum required to reconstruct the target image x, if and only if
(i) all the state images xi are R-independent;
(ii) all state images are combinations of addressable subimages of x, i.e. all state
images are of the form
∑
2∈R
!nite∑
!∈Q∗
c2;!2(x!); c2;! ∈ R;
(iii) target image x corresponds to a generic state.
Proof. Suppose another packed WFA A′ is composed of state images {yj}mj=1 and
A′ has no pump states either. If the above conditions (i)–(iii) hold, then xi can be
represented in terms of x! : !∈Q∗ and thus in terms yj. This means n6m because
the R for a packed WFA by de!nition contains only linear resolution-wise mappings.
Conversely, we now assume A has the minimum number of states. If the target state
is a relay state, then the target image can be represented in terms of the generic state
images, implying there exists a generic state image xi0 representable in terms of the
target image and other generic state images. If we add the target state as a new generic
state while removing xi0 , we obtain an equivalent WFA with one state less because
no separate target state is needed now. This is contradictory to the minimum state
requirement. Hence (iii) must hold. Since Proposition 4 implies (i) immediately, we
now prove (ii). Without loss of generality we assume, due to (iii), x1 is the target
image. Suppose {x!1 : !∈Q∗} has exactly m R-independent images {x!i1 }16i6m with
!i∈Q∗ and !1=”. Since [x!i1 ]a is R-dependent on {x!i1 }16i6m, we can form a packed
WFA under R with m states. Since the WFA with state images {xi} is assumed to
have minimum number of states, we conclude m¿n. Hence {x!1 : !∈Q∗} has exactly
n R-independent images because x!1 for all !∈Q∗ are R-dependent on {xi}16i6n.
Thus, all the images xi can be represented in terms of x!1 , i.e. (ii) holds.
It is worth noting here that the set R practically never exceeds the scope of P in
the application to image compression. This means that all assumptions for the theorem
and the propositions in this section are typically satis!ed automatically if R is just a
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!nite group. As far as WFA-based image compression is concerned, R does not even
have to be a group: it suMces to be just a !nite subset of F.
6. WFA with a binary alphabet
The purpose here is to show summarily that the WFA extension theory hitherto pre-
sented remains essentially valid in the case of the binary alphabet Q2={0; 1}, subject
to some corresponding modi!cations. While the WFA theory under the quadrant al-
phabet Q4={0; 1; 2; 3} directly extends Culik et al’s cases, the theory under the binary
alphabet Q2 immediately applies to Hafner’s bintree structure. The adaption of the ex-
tension theory to the binary alphabet Q2, though not complicated, is nonetheless not
completely trivial. There are, to start with, complications involved with even mathe-
matically addressing subimages at di?erent resolutions. In this section, the alphabet Q
will for simplicity refer exclusively to the binary alphabet Q2.
For the binary alphabet Q, every image x carries also an orientation, denoted by 3(x),
of either + (or 1) or − (or −1). If x is positively oriented, i.e. 3(x)=1, then we divide
x into two equal-sized horizontal halves, and denote them by x0 and x1, respectively.
If x is negatively oriented, then the half-sized vertical halves are made instead, and the
two halves are also denoted by x0 and x1, respectively, as in Fig. 6. The subimages xa
are then given the opposite orientation as x. For any image of 2d× 2d′ pixels, we de!ne
its multiresolution representation (x) by (x)={D(x) : D∈N}, where D(x) denotes
the image at the resolution of level D, i.e. all subimages represented by x! for |!|=D
(i.e. !∈QD) are uniformly constant. Again we can simply identify any image x with
its multiresolution representation (x) and along with its possible image orientation.
For the resolution-wise or resolution-driven mappings, the invariance condition should
be adapted to: for any k∈N, if xi and yi are indistinguishable at the resolution of level
k for all i, then image x=f({xi}) and image y=f({yi}) are also indistinguishable
at the same level of resolution. In other words, the resolutions are now de!ned in
terms of levels. We note that the slight change of de!nitions here is consistent with
those introduced for the quadrant alphabet Q4. It is in fact not diMcult to combine
them together either. We choose to retain the slightly di?erent forms in favour of their
respective clarity and intuitiveness. Since quadrant subimages addressable by Q∗4 are
Fig. 6. Addressing subimages under di?erent orientations.
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Fig. 7. Resolution-wise mappings h and p with 3(x)=1.
Fig. 8. A sample WFA and its packed WFA with the binary alphabet Q2.
also addressable by Q2, we can easily derive from Theorem 1 the following linkage
among the resolution-wise mappings with respect to the di?erent alphabets.
Proposition 5. If a mapping x=f({xi}) is a resolution-driven or a resolution-wise
mapping w.r.t. binary alphabet Q2, then it is also respectively a resolution-driven or
a resolution-wise mapping w.r.t. quadrant alphabet Q4.
Let the permutation group PQ be {(0); (0; 1)}. We de!ne p={p!}!∈Q∗ and subse-
quently Pm in the same way as those for Proposition 1, apart from the new Q and
new PQ. A permutation p”∈PQ on an image x will thus permute the two horizontal
halves if x is positively oriented, see e.g. h on the l.h.s. of Fig. 7, and will permute
the two vertical halves if x is negatively oriented. As an example, let p={p!} with
p”=p1=p00=(0; 1) and p!=(0) for all other !∈Q∗. Then the mapping process of
p is shown on the r.h.s. of Fig. 7 in which the leftmost image is transformed to the
rightmost resulting image. With these preparations, we can then adopt the de!nition of
packed WFA in the previous section for our current Q=Q2. All theorems and propo-
sitions in the previous sections will remain valid, if we furthermore replace all the
“resolution of 2k × 2k pixels” there by “resolution of level k” accordingly. The proofs
will somewhat di?er although the essence remains the same. To avoid overexpansion
here, we will thus not explicitly present the largely paralleling theorems and propo-
sitions, nor their corresponding proofs. We give instead in Fig. 8 an illustration of
a simple WFA (on the left) and a corresponding packed WFA (on the right) under
the binary alphabet, where x=x1 is positively oriented, and the diagonal “reLection”
p is given by p={p!} with p!=(0; 1) for all !∈Q∗. This packed WFA also reads
analytically
x01 = x2; x
1
1 = x3; x
0
2 = 0; x
1
2 = x1; x
0
3 = x1; x
1
3 = x1 + p(x1):
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To conclude this section and this work, we brieLy examine the applicability of
the extended WFA and their induced performance gain in image compression. Since
many factors and involved techniques may a?ect the ultimate performance, compar-
isons must be made on an equal footing. A recent codec [5] based on a generalised
WFA through the use of a few simple transformations has demonstrated the anticipated
better compression ratios compared with that based on a linear WFA [3]. We have also
implemented a simplistic codec based on packed WFA with just four resolution-wise
mappings to validate the improvement. The implementation utilised image approxi-
mation in least squares, state image intensity generatioTn via Gauss–Seidel method as
well as the improvement on the decoding eMciency, see [11]. It exempli!ed explic-
itly the improved compression ratios due to extended WFA under otherwise the same
conditions. We !nally note that the main objective achieved in this paper is to lay
a theoretical backbone that would mathematically pivot, and allow for greater exten-
sions, all the work done in the recent decade in connection with WFA-based image
compression. We consequently choose to make use of various existing WFA-based
codecs to discuss the relevant applications instead of creating from scratches a new
high-performance codec ourselves, as the latter would be another major undertaking in
a di?erent scope.
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